
>>MAIN SPEAKER: Just doing a little sound check. We will start in 3 minutes promptly at 4:00. We'll talk 

to you then. Thanks. Good afternoon, everyone. welcome to our webinar entitled "expanding the 

literacy tool kit: Interventions to promote the literacy achievement for students who are deaf and hard 

of hearing" this topic will be the fluency tool kit. We had another wonderful webinar, word analysis 

word analysis and word study interventions. That was on February 19. We will be able to link that 

webinar to our PATTAN website in the future along with the webinar today. Please stay tuned for that. 

We will send out information as soon as that is uploaded to our website. My name is Marlene. We have 

quite a large crowd with us today across the state. We're thrilled you could join us today. As I said it is 

the first of 3webinars. We have been asked about act 48 credits. Because it is a series, we are awarding 

act 48 credits as long as you have registered and then you linked on today with your own either your 

own computer at home or at work but we have a record that you, in fact, attended. If you would like to 

watch in a group that's fine. But make sure you connect it to our link for today. As I mentioned today's 

focus is the fluency tool kit. We know readers that are fluid have greater comprehension using the 

recognition skills that permit a reader to construct the meaning of text. And so this session will focus on 

effective instructional practices to promote word reading and text reading fluency for students who are 

deaf or hard of hearing. So you should have downloaded a PowerPoint that was on our PATTAN 

calendar. If you haven't, you can go to www.pattan.net and click on training calendar for today's event. 

You will be able to down load the 2 items there that is the PowerPoint and fluency tool kit ourself. Our 

presenter will be able to tell you much more about today's agenda and what it is we are going to be 

learning and discussing. For logistics I would like to note just as before you can type in questions either 

in the question box or sometimes it's easier to see it when it is typed in the chat box, either way. I will be 

sure to have Elaina answer your questions. If we can't get to all of your questions, know we have a 

record of each question and we will post all of the answers following this webinar. I would like to 

introduce Elaina at the University of Oregon. And she does quite a bit of work with read aloud. 

Classroom discourse and constructional conversations to build student comprehension and vocabulary. 

She has consulted with us and done her homework regarding students who are deaf a and hard of 

hearing. I know you will find today's webinar, practical, informative and useful to you as you return to 

your classrooms. Take it away. >>MAIN SPEAKER: Great. Thank you everybody for your participation 

today. I am excited to talk to you about fluency which is such a critical area in reading. We'll get into that 

in a little bit in more detail. First let me share with you our agenda. We have 2 hours together. And 

we're going to cover 3 main areas of discussion and information. The first that I'll talk about is fluency 

itself. So I want us to be on at the same page in terms of our understanding about fluency. , what it is, 

what the components are, how it develops and how fluency can be demonstrated and how can fluency 

be demonstrated specifically for students who are deaf or hard of hearing. so we'll discuss that group of 

questions first. The second component of today's webinar will focus on fluency assessment. I want to 

get into a brief overview of what a fluency assessment routine looks like and the materials and 

resources that you should consider when you want to implement fluency assessment with students. 

Finally our third component will focus on at the instructional interventions that will help build fluency 

for students. One of the practices that is recommended in the literature for students who are deaf and 

hard of hearing is the use of repeated reading routines. So I am going to preview and provide an 

overview of what a repeated reading routine might look like. Then I will get into the second piece at the 

bottom of the agenda where I give you a variety of different ways to think about it. As you know, each of 



your students is an individual and requires individualized instruction and might require different forms 

of the repeated reading. The final is to give you lots of ideas to take away. Those are the components of 

our webinar today. I would like to spend the first hour on the first and second and then our second hour 

dedicated to the instructional interventions. I'll try to adjust my pace accordingly because you will see in 

a minute, I want to have some discussion/reflection stop points where we pause. I want you to have a 

few moments of think time where you think about how this might be applied to your individual students 

and classrooms and just for you to do some brainstorming so had you leave at the webinar today, you 

have an idea of 1 or 2 things to walk out the door and try in your classroom or with your students. We 

will be basically be stopping for a pause point after each component. At the end of a fairly short 

component of repeated extensions. We will discuss that at the end as we finish the webinar. It is also an 

opportunity for you to submit your question via the question or chat box. I'll do my best to address them 

as we go. But I know we have to keep time with our agenda and our pace today, so I will certainly 

respond in writing and will make sure all questions are answered and we have resources and a respond 

to you posted with today's webinar. So let's get started. I want to begin since we're talking about a tool 

kit, with really the anchor point or the level, what balances we're going to be talking about in terms 

fluency. That's the common core standards or your Pennsylvania standards which are based on the 

common core. I wanted to make the point that fluency is a component in the foundational standards. It 

stands alone as a specific component. Students must read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to 

support comprehension. that anchor standards a flies to all students in grades k 5. I also wanted to show 

you that fluency underpins all of the standards. It is really an underlying, underpinning of all of the 

literature and text in grades k 5 and 6 12. It specifically a flies to the anchor standard of reading a range 

of different levels and types of text So it is in that explicitly, but it also under pins all of the standards. As 

recognized by standards, fluency is an important instructional skill for all students. So I wanted to begin 

there because that sets the importance overall. So when we talk about fluency, what is it? Fluency as 

Marlene stated in the introduction is the accurate, rapid and efficient word recognition skills and 

accurate, rapid and efficient word recognition skills allow a student to construct the meaning of text. So 

when you are a fluent reader you are able to construct the meaning of text pretty effortlessly. When I 

am talking about text I'm talking about printed English. When you envision fluency envision a student 

reading printed English a passage, paragraph, a selection of text itself. So now the question then and the 

part of fluency we will grapple with is fluency is developed in the use of accurate and rapid expressive 

reading fluency. I am talking about that component. However a student best demonstrates fluency is an 

advised thing. It might be through spoken language and it might be through sign. I want to acknowledge 

that and make sure that reading fluency in terms of our discussion today is how a student will express 

and read out loud the presented text. Reading out loud is not only oral reading fluency. Reading fluency 

can be considered signed reading fluency. What is important to know about fluency is it is the gateway 

to comprehension. So we need to help students building fluency because as they do that and become 

fluent readers, that assists their ability to comprehend when they are reading silently which is the 

objective overall in terms of reading. we don't want kids to just get stuck on fluency. That's important. 

We want them to use this as the connection, the bridge or the gateway that brings them into fluent 

comprehension of text. So glancing at this compare contrast list on your screen there's a list of 

characteristics that define fluent readers and a list that defines non fluent readers. Fluent readers can 

focus their attention on understanding the text. Fluent readers read and they understand the text. They 



comprehend it. On at the other hand, non fluent readers are emphasizing decoding. They are 

emphasizing and working through decoding each word, figuring out at the meaning of each word. So 

that's the primary difference. You can see the things that flow from that non fluent readers are stuck. 

They are stuck on Doe coding. Because their decoding is effortless and fluid, they don't have the 

resources available to understand the text because all of their cognitive capacity is spent on figuring out 

words and figuring out the meaning of the text itself. So just to get you a sense of what this is. Fluency 

that's 3 primary component. This will be important as we talk about assessment. I will present them to 

you one by one you will see them bouncing on to your monitor and screen One of the first components 

of fluency is accuracy. To be a fluent reader requires accuracy identifying a word correctly or incorrectly 

or inside reading fluency it is accurately expressing the meaning of the text. The second component is 

automaticity. It almost appears like it is sight reading but it is not. For those of you that joined us during 

our word study webinar. Finally prosody. That is the expression and voice that comes along with 

reading. I am highlighting here that prosody is a byproduct. As the student becomes more accurate and 

automatic reader their prosody begins to grow and become more refind. Let me define those 3 more 

thoroughly. So accuracy is accurate identification and expression of words in printed English. Really it 

comes down to being correct or incorrect. So if a student is expressing fluency through reading they will 

read a word and it will be correct or incorrect. If it is a signed fluency that meaning expressed will be 

correct or incorrect. Is it the right meaning represented in terms of the text itself. The second 

component is automaticity. That's what I wanted you to link back to the word study presentation. 

Automaticity relates to the mastery of word recognition skills so words are recognized in an automatic 

almost over learned kind of way. When you see students read with automaticity thing it is an automatic 

thing as soon as they encounter it. They translate letters to sounds to words fluently and effortlessly. 

There's no stumbling over the decoding of a word or trying to figure out what that word is and associate 

it with a meaning in text of the text. Let's think more carefully about automaticity. I want to relate it into 

practical applications in the real world. One example if any of you have tried to drive a stick shift car 

think about the process of learning to shift the gears with automaticity. If you have tried to drive a stick 

shift car you know what happens if you don't shift and raise your foot off at the gearshift in a timely way 

in terms of stepping on the gas and brake. There's a rhythm that requires automacity and practice. 

Another examples to think about, I don't know if any of you have practiced an musical instrument or 

played a musical instrument. For example piano, you need to practice scales and cords and practice that 

with fluency before playing a composition. Playing in a sport it could be soccer, basketball, tennis, even 

jogging an running as part of your morning routine, those things require an automacity and fluency to 

them. You have to practice those skills before you really get into the game. I even think about those 

folks that get out there and run in the morning. I'm certainly not a runner myself. But I imagine if I were 

to try to build up a running routine I would not be fluent at first. Think about that if you are not a runner 

like myself the kind of skill involved to get your gait, the timing the pace, all of those things working into 

a fluid running practice. Cooking requires fluency. For those of you who can't identify with these other 

examples but are good cooks, think about the prep work you do in the kitchen cutting onions or 

broccoli. That precision of cutting and chopping requires fluency to it where my fluency in terms of that 

prep isn't very good at all. I know that. That requires practice. So what I am telling you by having you 

think about all of these examples are there are things that we do in our every day life that we have to 

build up our skills in terms of automacity and speed. Things that we might be slow and choppy and 



disconnected at first. But that with practice our skills come together and become more fluent and 

automatic over time. An example that brings us more into the academic learning realm of education in 

the classroom includes math facts. If you recall your own math education or even if you teach math to 

students, one the things that we really emphasize is fluency in terms of knowing math facts. Being able 

to know the answer to multiplication, addition, and subtraction and division, simple math facts so when 

students solve more complex problems or do more complex math problems, that they are able to apply 

those the knowledge of math facts in a seemless sort of way. When I talk about fluency today and 

reading, I want you to think a little bit about that, that we want students to be able to read and look at 

words and look at text in the same sort of fluency that we might ask a student in terms of what they 

know in that area of instruction. Finally, I want to you think about this when we think about fluency, the 

idea of learning and using a new language. For some of you, this is very real in terms of your use of 

English or your use of ASL. For others that might have even had the experience of learning a foreign 

language like Spanish or french, think about your own as an adult, your learning process of that new 

language an how you became more fluent in that language and what was required and what fluency 

looks like in terms of that language itself. So I want you to really think about those examples. What I also 

want to you take away as I move forward is that for all of them, each one, they required some kind of 

practice. Hold on to that idea of practice. So we're talking about automaticity. I want to you get the idea 

this is the second component of fluency. I want to you get the idea of what happens if students aren't 

automatic. I am going to show you a simulation on your screen. I'm going to start an example that shows 

you a slower rate of student reader then I'm going to show you a second example an finally a third 

example. All I want you to take away from this is the idea of automaticity. If they are reading at the 

lower rate what kind of resources would they have available for them for comprehension processing 

and really thinking about at the meaning of text? Also as you watch these examples think about the 

laborious practice that comes with the examples that we talked about like cooking, practicing a sport 

and typing an keyboarding. When your attention is on that basic level, what kind of intentional 

resources do you have to think about for cooking, your overall recipe. Look at this example when it 

comes to the screen. This would be a student reading these words accurately but they are really 

processing each word relatively slowly. I have estimated the correct words per minute here. It's not 

exact in terms of how I was able to program it. But I just wanted to you get the sense. Here is the middle 

example. And my final example. So the idea is with increased fluency or excuse me with increased 

automaticity. Same thing as stick shift once you get it you have more skills to deal with timing rather 

than are you pushing the clutch. The final is prosody that is reading with expression. If you are using 

speech does your voice go up an down. If you are signing, is it with the level of expression appropriate. 

Direction and head nodding, that kind thing. Also are you paying attention to using punctuation and 

using the right level of expression with syntax. Is the student that is doing the read aloud through oral 

reading fluency or signed doing that with expression and interpreting that author's voice or come to life 

as dictated by the printed English an text? So overall what does our research say about fluency? We 

know there's a strong relationship between reading fluency and expression. Students who are better 

with reading fluency more accurate efficient have higher levels of reading comprehension. I want to 

make the point that reading fluency is only one piece of that expression puzzle. We know there are 

other things that are involved in comprehension. But fluency is important. Here is one to think about. 

It's why we are talking about fluency today. Silent reading is not by itself an effective way to improve 



fluency. Silent reading has many benefits. I'm not discounting the benefits of silent reading by any 

means. What I am saying is silent reading is not a way by itself to improve fluency. We know that 

practicing fluency requires practiced reading aloud. , practice with oral reading fluency or signed reading 

fluency. every day things I discussed in terms of tasks that required automaticity, you have to practice at 

it. You have to practice your scales, your running, your chopping, your keyboarding. You have to practice 

your reading. So that is part of what we'll look at when you look at fluency interventions. I can't 

emphasize enough that fluency isn't an end in itself. This is your gateway to comprehension. You are 

helping students get to that comprehension point when they read silently. So this practices has a 

purpose and a focus. So what does this moan for students who are deaf and hard of hearing specifically? 

We know from the research with that group of students themselves, so research conducted by 

Easterbrooks they can be fluid interest readers. We know that from the research. We know that fluency 

is a language issue. I wanted to raise that Fluent readers when they read map spoken language on to 

print. The same holds true for students who sign. As you are well aware there's that additional 

translation, that code switch that happens between 2 languages. That doesn't mean it's impossible x it's 

just we have to recognize that there's that additional process occurring. Finally, we know from the 

research with students who are deaf and hard of hearing that repeated reading promotes fluency for 

those student. So we are going to talk about repeated reading in our interventions. I want to be aware 

an help you be aware that repeated reading and fluency as we are talking about it today is recognized as 

an effective practice. I want to add a caveat, I want to recognize that it is an emerging practice. As we 

discussed some of the content in that webinar, there will be lots of questions about how it might work 

or look like with individual students. I think because this is an emerging practice, I have to tell you that it 

is just something you have to try it and see what works with your individual student. So that's what I 

want to emphasize here before our first pause in the webinar for reflection. Start thinking about how 

your students can demonstrate fluency. Demonstration of fluency will be individualized. So some 

students who are deaf and hard of hearing might use the auditory pathway. They might demonstrate 

fluency through reading fluency or they might use voice when demonstrating their reading fluency. 

Some students might demonstrate reading fluency through the visual pathway. They will use sign 

fluency. Then as Easterbrooks and Colleagues have started to develop you might have students express 

accuracy, their fluency and prosody more along the lines of you know it might be a rubric. You might 

look at a student sign a text. Instead of saying correct or incorrect or how many words correct per 

minute you would apply a rubric does the signing look fluent? Are there components of fluency within at 

the signed fluency. Is the visual expressing at the meaning in that text. There are ways to do it but it 

requires an individualized decision about how students will demonstrate fluency. For some students you 

might have a combination of things. I wanted to point out that individualized. We will talk about 

assessment today. When you talk about assessment, with students who are deaf and hard of hearing 

since this is a merging area of practice, assessment will be individually referenced meaning that as you 

measure a student's performance over time, you are going to evaluate that student's performance in 

comparison with themselves. So you will look at their data and say, is there growth here comparing that 

student's performance to themselves. So when we are looking at this in such an individualized way, 

what fluency will require of you is to really clearly identify and start to think about how students will 

demonstrate that fluency and how you will assess it over time. And that consistent use of clearly 

specified assessment and instructional routines will be the key. That doesn't mean that you can't 



identify and specify how students will demonstrate fluency and make decisions later because you are 

refining your process of fluency demonstration. That's quite okay. This is an emerging practice for 

student. So I just want to highlight this resource. The article by Easterbrooks on signed reading fluency 

for those interested in the article I mentioned. I want you to be aware of it and if you are interested in 

looking at this resource, this is one to consider. They have developed basically a rubric that looks at the 

components of reading fluency as we have talked with them. Here is our pause point. I want you to 

reflect on these questions. Think about your individual questions and think about how they might 

demonstrate fluency. How will you have them demonstrate fluency and read a text aloud. Remember 

reading aloud to me is reading the print in English. You want to start from that printed English that text. 

We want know how are they reading that print in English and think about some prompts you might use, 

individualization, how will you define this and determine if something is accurate. Of course consider 

educational objectives. That's what makes all of our students individual. So I deeply and profoundly 

understand this has to be on an individual student basis. I want to pause and let you think about it. The 

other thing I would like to do is to have a proactive chat. So for those of you I know we have a pretty big 

audience. For those of you that are assessing reading fluency for those that are deaf and hard of hearing 

or doing some instructional intervention on fluency, could you in the chat box just send a comment to 

the entire audience a recommendation or tip that's working for you in terms of how you are having 

students demonstrate fluency. I want to use those of you that submit to the chat, ideas that are working 

for you so we can form a learning community during this webinar and throw out ideas that work. 

Hopefully there are some of you out there that are finding things working and share them and post 

them. Others if you have questions you can also submit those. I will take maybe 1 or 2 and we will stop 

for a couple of minutes. We will do some reflection and then we will continue on. >>SPEAKER: Hi, 

Marlene, are there any points or questions that are coming up? >>MAIN SPEAKER: I am checking here. I 

have one discussing recording the video recording at the student reading and signing the text. We 

definitely like that. Another one is using visual phonics as they read unknown words allows me to know 

if they are actually decoding them correctly. >>SPEAKER: Thanks, everybody, for sharing. >>MAIN 

SPEAKER: Edge that's all I have right now. No, thank you. >>MAIN SPEAKER: Reading rhyming poems. 

That's another suggestion. Fabulous. Fabulous. My point is, it takes some work and time to think about 

how this might work. But there are ways to do it. There are ways to do it. More coming in. I test fluency 

with passages for those that have met the goal in word identification and those that are still developing. 

>>MAIN SPEAKER: Fabulous. They have the choice if they will sign. Those are just a few. We will 

definitely have the rest recorded for you. >>MAIN SPEAKER: Great. One of the questions that came in 

was about how this would all work with older students. It would work the same way. In fact, your 

question leads me into what we will talk about with this assessments, the key regardless whether 

students are younger or older or what grade they are in, really relies on getting them into the right level 

of text for progress monitoring and for fluency practice. That's really the only thing that applies to all 

students across the grade, all of the grade bands. I am going to continue on. Some of the things you 

have contributed in terms of notes and comments are right on. So I'm hoping then what I can add 

through this discuss today is just some ideas to enhance what you are doing or as comprehension for 

some of you that what you are doing is on track with emerging packets. If you have the packet, you 

don't have to turn to it now. Just know that some of the materials I am going to be covering will be 

found in the packet. I want to begin by talking about assessment as a routine. Think about your routines 



during the day. In your personal routine you get up out of bed, brush your teeth, have your breakfast. 

Those are all routines that anchor your morning, go on a run if you have time to do those things. what 

we want to do is incorporate a reliable consistent routine. We assess fluency because it is an indicator. 

Yes, we want students to be fluent readers. We know that fluency suggests that students are good 

comprehendors and readers. When do you start assessing fluency in detected text. Once students are 

able to read connected text and meet the goals there, you are able to assess them in reading fluency. 

Other wise you can continue to use word lists. Once they are reading connected text fluency can be 

used for assessment and it is an indicator for comprehension and reading. What does it look like and 

how do you assess it? what you want to have at your fingertips is an assessment kit of fluency materials. 

Even if you might teach second grade students or fifth grade students you want to have available to 

yourself a set of reading passages, multiple passages aligned with each grade level. I am thinking about 

each grade level there. I have got many passages, a set of instructional passages that go along with each 

grade level. That's how you kind of start. You want to have the whole grade continuum the grade bands 

represented. They often look like this. The student would see something like what I have got on my 

monitor here with the passage itself. And then you would this. On the right hand column there's a 

running number of the words in each row. Students would just see the passage itself without the scoring 

component. They wouldn't see what's on the bottom or row of numbers on the right. The first step why 

I wanted you to have a package of materials to draw on, is to get the student's instructional roading 

levels for progress mentoring. Let's say I have a second grade student actual second grade student. 

What I am going to do with that second grade student is beginning in second grade. I am going to ask 

them read 3 different passages pulled from the set of assessment materials an I will try to score those an 

get the total number of words read correctly, divide that by at the total words read number of words 

read correctly divided by total words read to get percentage accuracy. The middle score will be the one 

that is the score I use when I then compare to the metric that I will show you on the next slide. What I 

am trying to do for progress monitoring is make sure I find the student's correct instructional reading 

level. That means that they are reading around the 90% accuracy level. I'll show you that in a minute. 

That will be what I the grade level I will monitor them in. If I for example with my second grade student 

administer the 3 passages and find they are reading 70% accuracy, 72% accuracy, 60% accuracy, I am 

going to drop down to at the first grade level and administers 3 probes, determine accuracy and see if 

they are reading at the instructional level in the first grade. You keep working that way to find that right, 

correct instructional level. This is the first step getting that accuracy. So determining reading level, 

independent if a student is reading a text at an independent reading level they can above 95% of that 

passage correctly. The instructional reading level they are reading 90 to 95% of that passage correctly. 

Frustrational is 89% or below correctly. I wanted to point out that there are different guidelines 

depending on which research you draw from. They tend to be in the ballpark. For example this is some 

work out there that designates independent level at 97 to 100%. Instructional 94 to 96%. And 

frustrational as 93% and below. As long as you are using these general guidelines you will be able to 

work through this and find that instructional levels for students. Circle or note the red text on your 

screen. I want you to think about progress monitoring. So the assessment routine is going to use text at 

the instructional level. You want to find the text grade level where students read 90 to 95% correct. for 

fluency building interventions text should be at that instructional level or above. We will get into that in 

a bit. I wanted to be clear about that, process monitoring at the instructional level fluency level can be 



the instructional level too but you might want that text a little higher again depending on the student 

and what your instructional activities are. Remember we are trying to build an assessment routine. The 

first step was to figure out, what instructional level are students reading on. You have determined that. 

Now we want them to start. We want to start assessing students a couple times a month is my 

minimum. One time a month would be my very minimum. Of course you could do more than that if you 

really wanted. Now we administer at that instructional level passages each month and we'll monitor 

process this with fluency. Again, if you need to figure out always start with the baseline in the 

instructional level so those 3 passages and get your baseline fluency score. From then on you can just 

administer one passage as you continue your assessment. If you are thinking about signed reading 

fluency as an aside I want to back up a slide and still at calculating a percent accuracy it will be 

important. you do the same thing however you want to structure it, you really want to figure out 

somehow what accuracy that student is reading in terms of printed English to figure out their 

instructional level. This part will be the same for everybody. You might need to do some tweaks and 

figure it out. That accuracy determines what kind of text to use for both assessment and intervention. 

Then with signed reading fluency you might then instead of the words correct per minute, you use your 

rubric in terms of the fluency envelope and visual grammar. You would have those components 

dedicated by the Easter brooks study. That would be a little different. For those of you using voice an 

speech, you could continue to calculate the words per minute. >>SPEAKER: There's a question here that 

might be a burning question. It is prohibiting the person from understanding what you are saying. That is 

the question revolves around what materials for students that are deaf and hard of hearing are utilized. 

I want to make it clear that these are the same materials that students in the general ed curriculum. 

Even some tests that are design tore for students that are did he have an hard of hearing we are starting 

to look at the research saying that we would like teachers to use the same materials that all students 

use so that we can certainly measure them on a level playing field. >>MAIN SPEAKER: That's great. That's 

correct. I wonder if we could clarify that a little bit what you mean. >>MAIN SPEAKER: Thank you. That's 

correct. What we are talking about when we talk about the materials themselves is a selection of texts. I 

provided a resource list in your tool kit packet that discusses different places to find the packets of text 

that are already graded and determined to be appropriate for the various instructional levels. For 

example, grade 1, grade 2, grade 3, so things you will find there. You might be aware of your school 

using the Dibels the other are read naturally. They are provided on a list in your tool kit. You want to 

look for the kids of reading passages that are already graded, already determined, already assembled for 

you in terms of readability. So they have done the groundwork for you. You are not trying to figure out if 

a text is level at a particular spot or the not. You know by pulling it from these assembled resources that 

it is a third grade, it is a fourth grade passage. when I visualize this as a passage a text, connected text. 

As you assemble those things you will want those passages we have been talking about and at the kits 

that are available have both numbered and unnumbered copies. You want something to time this 

regardless of how you are doing fluency, fluency is a timed reading. Something for the teacher to score 

it as the student reads. Depending on how you will view this later, you could videotape or use a cape 

regarder depending on how you want to go about things or not. That's optional. one of the components 

I want to get now is graphing. I am moving through the assessment piece quickly so we have time for 

interventions. Know as you look through that tool kit packet there are more details rearing the 

administration, where you can get probes in the supplemental assessment. After you assess you will get 



a student score. Let me back up a minute here. I want to emphasize when you assess you should always 

graph the score. Graphing allows to you do a visual inspection of this data. It allows you to really 

interpret that student process. Remember we talked about individually referenced process, so is the 

student making progress themselves had compared to themself. look at the scores and numbers on your 

screen here. If you are good at mathematical thinking you certainly could sit here and picture this 

visually in your mind, no doubt. But when you have a full plate of lessons to prepare, assessment 

materials to think about and the regular demands of a teaching schedule. I will say that it is hard to look 

at individual numbers and get the picture of what their scores look like. I do want to emphasize the idea 

of graphing and every time you get an assessment score now you can ease this visually represented. 

There isn't one correct way to graph. I just want to you visually represent the data the best that you can 

in the most meaningful way that you can. So for example this teacher is giving students assessment 3 

teams a week. We're drawing lines, trend lines across those data points for each week. A little different 

but then you can compare week to week how a student is doing. I'll show you another example. I have a 

baseline score and progress monitoring points. I am going to move over for time sake to our data here 

and show you what that graph might lock leak. One of the things that is helpful, look at my red line, is to 

have a tread line or goal line one of the ways if the student is doing an oral reading fluency is to chart a 

goal by taking their baseline school. If you look back a few slides you will see the median of my 3 scores 

when I did baseball at this particular instructional level was 32. Then I can chart a goal by adding 1 or 2 

words a week across my calendar and get a goal for student to shore for. That's based on norms with 

average numbers of achieving readers typical students. It gives me something to work with. If you want 

help students to chart a goal something to aim for. They are roading at appropriate instructional level. It 

is not like they are reading frustrational level text. They are reading appropriate level. you have to 

experiment somewhere between 1 to 2 words a week is appropriate for words gain setting. I don't mean 

vocabulary words. Their rate of reading fluency is increasing by that amount. They are not adding new 

sight words to their word bank or reading words you have added faster. It is just a general way for you 

to set tools. In your take away packet there's a chart that gives you some of the studies that have been 

normed with students and readers. It gives you a range of what you can expect in terms of rate of 

growth across the curriculum. I always find that guidance is guidance. Those are guidelines. It helps you 

chart the course a little bit and gives students something to aim for. You can certainly adjust that and 

make it more vitalized. Having high expectation and giving students not to reach for. You don't want it to 

be too impossible you want it to be a goal. When you are assessing students you want to make sure 

students are in the right text level. What is that level of text? You want to pay attention whether 

students are reading ought automatically and not understanding meaning. That can happen. You can 

have a student that is a fluent reader but they are a good carl or great interpreter. They don't really 

know what the meaning is. They are not processing the meaning. You want students to be able to pause 

and to have that prosody and then finally you might require more assessment. You might not learn 

everything you need to look from one passage. That moans you just assess students with another 

passage and try to do some problem solving with additional assessment. So there's an art to this in 

addition to the guidelines of setting up an a routine. I wanted to show our how oral reading fluency or if 

you are using a signed reading fluency works in terms of thinking about instructional decisions. Fluency 

if a student has very poor fluency and their accuracy is also poor, I am looking at the far left side of this 

flow chart, that means that they are still laboriously attacking those levels of words when they are 



reading. That will require some phonic instructions. Like we talked about in our last webinar. If that level 

is okay and the comprehension is good that's fabulous. That means students are on track. You want to 

sure you are using the same correctional level and things are okay. if students are able to read fluently 

but don't have the comprehension behind it, that tends you need to think about the vocabulary and 

comprehension level strategies. So you have here on this chart some guidelines to help with you 

instruction adjustment. We tend to find that a lot of students do struggle with fluency. Most of the time 

I would expect that this would be a skill that you would need to include in your interventions. I wanted 

to give you the full picture so you can recognize your data in a meaningful way. Couple of questions. A 

couple questions have a risen. It might help had we pause to let the folks actually ponder on your 

answers. One of them is related to expression. So when doing fluency probes, do you ask students what 

it is about after they finish to determine if they have understood it? Because we have just typically been 

asking them to read for accuracy, fluency an then evaluating the comprehension at a totally different 

time. That's one the questions. Go ahead. >>MAIN SPEAKER: I'll talk about that first. The answer is 

there's really no one way to do this. So yeah, he know some assessment I'm thinking if you have an 

assessment protocol and you do the fluency, reading fluency and comprehension in a different way. Part 

of the assessment protocol. I also think with reading fluency, it is nice to ask a expression question or 

two at the conclusion of the read just to see if students get the gist. Another thing which I will sort of 

plant in your mind for our next webinar another way to follow up reading fluency is to ask students to 

do a retell. That's another way to check on your comprehension. if you are administering reading 

fluency, to me, and this is my experience as a teacher and my instructional perspective, it just feels right 

to me. It feels right to have that expression check. You want to make sure you are efficient about it. That 

would be my suggestion Was there another one to discuss with this? >>SPEAKER: It is similar. Is it 

appropriate to give the students a passage on Monday and score it and allow them to practice all week 

an again assess them on Friday? What are your thoughts? >>MAIN SPEAKER: I love that question. I love 

that question. Technically with assessment you want to keep assessment clean. With my assessment 

materials I will just administer these passages one time. One team meaning I might add in for a student 

doing a signed reading fluency a preview. To yourself preview this and do that and I will score it. With 

oral reading fluency depending on the students I might do the same thing and score it. That's my one 

time scoring with this passage. It's assessment. What was just asked was could I then have students 

practice that passage an reassess. What you are asking is perfect for an intervention. Think about 

assessment and intervention separately. You can take separate data on what you just asked as an 

intervention. I might have a different passage that they have at the beginning of the read. You can score 

it and do the check out at the end of the week and see if there's improvement. the assessment is clean. I 

want to know how kids do without that practice. Then I am going to keep a separate set of materials 

that I use for instructional intervention which we will talk about in a couple of minutes. Wonderful. I like 

at the thinking you are doing with me and the questions. I will have a pause point. We are at that point. 

For those that are looking for guidelines, I want to remind you this is an emerging practice but if you are 

having students read with oral reading fluency, these are some general guidelines. Really, a student 

should con straight and include fluency if they are below 75 words a minute. I want to give you 

something since it is an emerging practice for deaf and hard of hearing. I want to give you some kind of 

general guidelines to have. That's all this is. Again, you'll have a sense of it when you work with your 

individual student. Here is my pause point. I can answer some more questions and make clarifications. I 



want you now just to think of the assessment routine, assessment routine. So what materials will you 

need? This is a time if you have that packet up to go with the suggested places to find resources. when 

will you assess roading fluency. I was recommending the general rule of thumb is assessment should 

occur two times a month. One time a month minimum. It can be frequent. Think about those things as 

well as questions. I will pause here for a couple of minutes and then we will continue. >>SPEAKER: For 

someone that was involved in our prior research stud it I, we had said that we stick with word 

identification fluency which is part of the Dibels work we did until they reached 40 words a minute and 

then moved on to the text to oral reading fluency. If a student's reading fluency is poor do you go back 

to word identification? What do you do in that case where the accuracy is low in oral reading fluency? 

>>MAIN SPEAKER: We're talking about if you get this would be if you get yourself to these lower grade 

instructional levels so you are using your first grade your second grade excuse me, kindergarten and first 

grade passages. And students are reading below 40 words correct a minute and struggling with that, yes 

you would be using word identification and reading measure to work on fluency. You build kids up at the 

word level and then get them back into that connected text. That is consistent. Sometimes you might 

want to overlap those assessments and just see. For example, you might want to administer both an see 

how a student is doing. Yeah, you do. You want to really build them up at the word level and then get 

them into connected text. Once you are in fourth grade, third grade and they are reading at a 

frustrational level you want to find that construct instructional level. I hope that makes sense. My 

answer is yes to that question. That's all we have that relates to the presentation. Feel free to get to the 

good stuff >>MAIN SPEAKER: Now clearly have in mind the difference between what assessment an 

assessment routine is from an instructional routine. Now we are going to talk about instructional 

routines. The materials that support this part of the webinar are also in your tool kit packet. You can 

look for them there. how do we intervene? What do we do to help build fluency? There's 2 things, there 

is practice. You want to help students build fluency in an integrated way approximately 20 minutes of 

daily fluency instruction that's integrated meaning that it might be a short activity before you do a 

reading lesson or you might do maybe a one minute check out where a student doesn't read a whole 

passage but they read a sentence strip and practice that before we go on to a different activity. These 

things are integrated. I am giving you 20 minutes of ballpark. There's no research that says on the nose 

20 minutes. What should be considered is the practice piece. Practice, practice, practice on an ongoing 

integrated kind of committed way. You don't want fluency practice to over take your reading 

instruction. This is fluency practice. Think for a minute. You wouldn't want to spend time practicing 

scales if you are playing the piano only. If I am chopping my onions in a slow, painful way. You don't 

want to practice for an hour. You do it frequently and consistently. Same with reading. That's the first 

part. The second part we will use repeated readings. That's right out of the emerging practice for 

students that are deaf and hard of hearing. The question that comes up how many times do you have to 

repeat a reading or have students repeat a text. There's a general rule of thumb that says 3 times. That's 

an estimates. Some students about 3 times will work and that's perfect for across the week like the 

question that was answered a few moments ago. Some students you might want them to have a few 

more if they are interested in trying to beat their fluency time or improve their score on the rubric. 

That's general rule of them. Let's talk about repeated readings here. I have on my left hand side of my 

monitor and screen a teacher practicing an doing a repeated read with a student. On the right hand side 

of my screen I have partners and peers doing that. The general process for a repeated reading routine is 



to have a time where you preview the text. Right now they are previewing, my groups are previewing 

the text meaning there's a walk through. Pause for a moment. This might be different than your 

assessment routine. Your instruction routine for repeated readings is giving kids a time to preview and 

discuss the text. Do a walk through, a short walk through of the text with a model reader either the 

teacher or peer. Then what happens looking at the left hand side of the screen the model in this case, 

the teacher, does the reading first. Then the student practices reading the text next. So that's the basis 

of a repeated reading model. That student might read that text in this particular sitting 1, 2, 3 times. And 

then we'll talk about across the week. But it could look like this. Then there's that discussion at the end 

of discussion for a repeated reading intervention is really brief. It is not a reading lesson. You want to 

highlight maybe a few things that would be meaningful for the student in terms of comprehension. You 

might point out a couple of vocabulary word or one fun vocabulary word. But that's that. We want to 

keep the repeated reading short and efficient. The other thing I want to emphasize as you think about 

this is you are using the student's instructional to independent reading levels. They should be able to 

read this passage fairly well. This idea is for them to practice reading at the level of text just so that they 

build up that fluency. So that's also why you won't have to take it apart and dissect it like you might a 

text in a reading lesson. You have the model reader read fist then you would have the student who is 

the second partner read and practice multiple times. We'll get no partners in a moment and then the 

discussion could happen with partners. So repeated readings. Repeated readings could be with 

connected text but I want to emphasize for those of you that asked about word lists repeated lists could 

be instead of repeated text they practice a word list. They practice reading sentence strips or sentences. 

They practice identifying letter sounds. Whatever is appropriate that the student needs to build fluency 

with is what is practiced here. I'm using connected text as the main example. You can build fluency at 

the word level. the other thing I want you to think about is scheduling which we mentioned and 

monitoring progress. Those repeated reading routines require materials and scheduling and then this 

graphing component all of which we are going to look at now. So the first thing with materials are 

making sure you select text that is at the student's reading levels. If possible, include an overlap of 

words so that words show up multiple times in the different texts and student can build their experience 

with them. Often these practice texts are texts themselves and not poetry and plays. There are 

exceptions to that. If students are more motivated by practicing with poetry and play, I follow the 

motivation. Watch the vocabulary. I know that's a difficult one. That's just a thing to think about. Then 

you want that readability. Make sure you are pulling texts that are representative of the instructional 

level we are working with and motivation is critical. In your tool kit pack is I have a list of publisher who 

do provide and have curriculum developed around motivate being high interest texts for beginning 

readers. They are listed. You have to go exploring a little bit but publishers that do that I have included 

in your packet. The text should not cloud a lot of dialogue. You want it to be pretty have flow to it unless 

you are doing it for a different purpose like reader theater which we will talk about. Here is the 

difference, you are comparing assessment routine and instruction. Right now we are talking about 

instructional routine. Don't pull text from the assessment from a pool of assessment passages. Use text 

that you are specifically dedicated to this practice to this repeated reading practice. Now I'm going to 

say an aside. I don't want this to be cute and confusing. You could pull in assessment packages to 

practice with and bring into your instructional reading after you have used it for assessment meaning 

you are not going to assess the student on it again. That would be okay to do. But you really want to I 



really think of these 2 things as very separate things the assessment and then the things you are going to 

practice with. This is the same. You are going to determine the appropriate text level for your repeated 

reading. And this is the same as before but I just wanted to bring it back. You're calculating that percent 

accuracy and you are looking for text that is at the level of 90 to 95% accuracy for that particular 

student. And I wanted to show you why this is so important. So, for example, you want students to 

practice their repeated reading at a level where they are kind of getting the gist and their able to 

comprehend it a little bit and they know some of the words they are reading. So imagine this is from 

"charlotte's web". Does Fern love Wilbur? The words you can't read are blanked out they have lines 

under them. Describe what fern does what she sees Wilbur in the morning. What does fern do when the 

school bus comes in the afternoon? I don't know. Can you answer that if you are reading at 70% 

accuracy? How about 80%? I think still difficult. 90% you might be able to begin to work with this text a 

little bit and 95% certainly. I wanted to show you an example to emphasize that point of why text 

selection is so important. Here we go. When you set up your repeated reading routine your practice 

sessions you want to have some materials ready to go. I like to think of each student maybe having a 

folder with their readings for the week, their graphs, what they need to do to graph and monitor the 

progress. Then you want to have clearly how your routine is going to work. I have just given you some 

ballpark times on the sample schedule. Your emphasis should be on this practice. I might have a week 

that will look like this. I might have one passage that a student will preview with me and they will do a 

warm up an they will do their practice 3 times that day. They might switch to a different passage on 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. The name of the passage routine changed but the routine the 

same. So maybe I preview camming and I do my warm up with the student Monday. Then they practice 

reading it a few times Tuesday, camming. Wednesday they continue reading camping. Thursday they do 

my check out and they do the timed read. I will graph their performance across the week and they check 

out and try to do their best time. Friday they do the reading for at the class or something like that. I 

wanted to show you that this can be individualized and customized but think about how your materials 

will be organized each week. The idea of the folder makes sense. You might have other ways to 

organization. The you could have we will talk about graphing in a little bit. I won't get ahead of myself. 

these would be great graphs for students to fill in. Notice the scale I have probably wouldn't work for 

your fluency. You would need to change this. Total number of words correct would be Hoyer than I'm 

showing you. A graph like this would work, change your skate you could have reading 1, reading, 2, 

reading, 3, reading 4. Maybe you have a graph for each read. That would also work. You need to 

individualize how it will work for your student. Different graphs. Note the scale here to change according 

to where the range the student is reading in. So a schedule might look like this. I have my teacher and 

student reading together at the start of the week. Then maybe I have them practice with a peer on 

Tuesday giving you more ideas. Then that student practices again but checks out with that reading in the 

middle of the week an they get a new passage to practice with a peer and check out Friday. That's more 

of a schedule. The idea that I want you to take away with is repeated passage practice read again an 

again in an interesting way. You might want to consider peers that may or may not work for individual 

students. I want to you consider a range of options. For some students partners might work. This could 

be partners in their class or have older students mentor your more beginning readers. If you are an 

itinerant it might be just you and your student that's okay. If you do have a classroom of students and 

partners work, I think the best way to do it is to rank your student according to their reading fluency, 



divide your list based on the ranking and your partners would be formed by taking the lowest 

performing student from the second half, the highest of the lowing performance students and matching 

them with the highest performing. You can see visually how I have done that with my class of 6 kids. You 

can switch around for personality issues and make other adjustments. When I think about the time it 

takes to read with each student, as a teacher, if you have a classroom of students and you can train your 

students to practice with each other and just do those readings, just to practice. That saves some 

instructional time. You can become more efficient once students learn to work with partners. I am 

including this today because I am going to be talking more about the use of partners with retelling. If 

you have students start to learn to work with partners with fluency you can expand that into other 

instructional areas. It requires training, however. So you would actually practice, teach students, and 

model for them how to work with their partners. With partner reading you can call those partners 

partner 1, partner 2, first reader, second reader. Always the student you want to mentor or model reads 

first. That would be part of your routine. So they know partner 1 if they are a partner 1 they always read 

first. Then switch roles. Students can also be trained on how to follow the rules. For example, you would 

practice that you're only talking to your partner and not other students in the room. You are cooperative 

and you would train them on the kind of errors you would want them to watch for or listen for as well as 

how to provide feedback. These things would be very simple. No they are not at the level of 

sophistication that you can provide as a teacher, but this is something for practice. If students are 

reading at the instructional level, then this practice can be conducted with peers. I just want to say if you 

are matching up students the passage that you use for peer practice should be at the lower performing 

student's instructional level. That's an important clarification. That's okay a higher >>SPEAKER: I don't 

mean to interrupt. There's a very pertinent question to what you just said they do have the reading text 

that are used for assessment. Asking for assessment for instructional materials or would any 

instructional level short passage work? This person is an itinerant teacher that might not always have 

classroom resources that others do. >>MAIN SPEAKER: Any short passage at the student's instructional 

level would work any passage. That's great that they have access to the aims web material. One thing 

you can do is after a passage is used for assessment and you have gotten a student's fluency score 

reported part of your monitoring, think assessment routine, that passage can be " discontinued" from 

your assessment battery and brought in and used for your instructional or repeated practice. That's 

great. You might think about how to " discontinue" and bring them in. The final suggestion and this 

would take a little time and resources is to investigate what some of the publishers are doing now with 

packaging high interest motivated readings for students. The bottom line is you are construct. Any 

instructional level passage would work. Wonderful. Excellent suggestion. Thank you so much. >>MAIN 

SPEAKER: I have this formed as a prompt card I think if you are working with peers and you want to set 

up this practice having that prompt card sort of works as a nice really reminder for them. It's a cue card. 

You might want to take the time to set up a routine that is very clear and put these things together for 

you and your students so your student learns the routine. Every time you do a repeated reading practice 

I pull out the prompt card, review the rules and have the student start to learn the routine. This could be 

a visual as well as checklist for the student not just used for peers. I'm going to pause here an have you 

think about a repeated reading routine. We have talked about an assessment routine. Now I want to 

you think about this. Are you going to put them in folders for kids? How is that going to happen in your 

classroom or with your students? What kind of graphs? Are you going to use bar graphs or line graphs? 



How can you show on your graphs that they are trying to beat or improve their repeated reading time 

each time you do this reading? Maybe you have the first time they do their three practices which are 

untimed and then they do their check out which is timed. As you can see, there's no one right or correct 

way of doing this, you have to feel the way that works best for your student. How are you going to figure 

this out in your schedule? You have limited time. Thinking about ways to make this efficient with how 

you organize materials, maybe use peers. Using peers I admit takes some up front time away. Once you 

get it down to an efficient routine it's great. Then just think about, I'm using the idea of routine because 

I want it to become that. I want it to be practice. I want it to be a kid that goes out to athletic practice 

after school and does their warm up drills. I want this to really be routine. I am going to pause here and 

have you think about repeated reading routine and in your mind contrast it with assessment routine. 

Make sure they are clear and different but on going practices. So I will pause for a couple of minutes. 

Marlene, are there any questions coming up? >>SPEAKER: Yeah, I actually received some via technology 

it is just wonderful. Two questions that I have here. One is, do you have any idea for dealing with some 

of the vocabulary gap that's students might have? You think about pre teaching a few concepts or 

words. Even at the instructional level the problem is that there might be some difficulty especially with 

students who have language gaps, who use ASL and English is difficult as a second language. Any ideas 

regarding how do you deal with the students with significant vocabulary gaps? >>MAIN SPEAKER: Deep 

question to grapple with. I'm not sure I will have a straightforward suggestion for that. All I can tell you 

is that you can certainly incorporate some time with that vocabulary during these routines and look for 

salient concepts to discuss to help students guest the gist. I would say maybe I would do 1 to 3 words at 

most vocabulary words particularly if you are using this passage multiple times you could also address 

vocabulary in a deep way across the schedule and across those reads. I think you want to be careful, and 

you know this which is why you are asking the question. I'll emphasize. You want to be careful and make 

sure that your objective is to help students build the fluency and vocabulary instruction can occur along 

with it, but you would definitely need to have that as a separate component of construction where you 

give it more a attention and depth then we would discuss other ways to intervene with vocabulary. I 

know, as you know, it's a complicated and challenging instructional issue. But there's no one efficient 

way to address that other than to point out a few words. Sometimes instead of pulling out the meaning 

of the passages from the student areas perspective if you are doing a repeated reading you tell them 

what it's about. Have them practice and learn it. You would take at the emphasis on at the vocabulary 

and comprehension. When you teach the vocabulary strategies that's when you teach those. It's a tough 

question. It is. But thanks. Those are great answers and good ideas. >>MAIN SPEAKER: At this point I 

want you to have in mind a way to assess and a way to implement a repeated reading routine which will 

be individualized. Now we are going to move into different ways of more integrating, more practicing, 

different ways to do repeated reading just to give you additional ideas to walk away with today. Some 

are going to work for some students. Some are going to work for other students. You are going to have 

to take away the format and extensions and games that work best for you and modify them. what I am 

going to show you isn't a firmly written in stone instructional procedure. I want to give you the gist of 

how you can practice these things through a repeated reading format. Then you can do the take away. 

So the first thing I want to show you here is the idea of doing what we would call a choral reading. As an 

aside, as I label these things, the labels of them their names like choral read being, road race aren't 

necessarily the important thing. The important thing is the practice of it an how you might design this 



for your classroom instruction. all of these things, by at the way, like choral reading, echo reading, 

partner reading and reader theater, have been mentioned in the literature for students who are deaf 

and hard of hearing. I do want to say that. Again, the name they are called doesn't necessarily take at 

the highlight. So anyway, choral reading, here is one way to practice a repeated reading it would have 

everybody pre vow. The students and teacher do a walk through together. They look at the passage. 

They might glance at it, get the gift, find vocabulary words not too long but you get a sense of the 

passage. Next step is teacher does the reading the read aloud however at the teacher presents it. That 

might be a signed reading fluency or oral reading fluency. The teacher demonstrates it in the way you 

want your students to demonstrate it. However you want them to do it you do it. the next step is to 

read the passage again but together. Or it might be you and a student if you are working. You do it 

together. Watch what happens next. The teacher fade. As you are reading it the second or third time 

you are going to fade out. That will leave the students finishing at the reading. This is just an example of 

how you might structure repeated reading practice. It might be done this way. Another way that you 

might do it is through tape recorded or closed captioned reading. That might be the teacher an student 

do a preview and maybe at the first reading together. Then at the student goes off to a work station and 

views the closed captioned reading or listened to a tape recorded reading while they follow along with 

their text. So having that text there is important. That might be their during the week practice. Then 

they go back and meet with the teacher and do their check out and final read. I'm brainstorming with 

you and giving you ideas for how this could work. Another way to do a repeated reading is through 

something called an echo reading. In this case what you are going to see is the teacher reads first just a 

sentence or part of a sentence and then the student or students will repeat it. This might be if you are 

working with students who are focusing on phrasing, for example, if they are practicing with speech and 

you want them to emphasize they could repeat what the teacher is saying. You could do that with a 

signed reading fluency as well. I am going to show you that you can use a ruler or instead of a ruler you 

can use finger pointing to help keep track during a reading. just imagine for the sake of my 

demonstration that the text would be printed across the street in full sentences in I am using a ruler. I 

had to set it up this way so you could see everybody on the screen at once. Here is how an echo reading 

would work. The teacher words in a warm and sultry forest far, far away: Then my student or student 

repeats exactly the same thing that this teacher read. This is breaking down the text a little bit more 

than what we viewed when we did that choral reading. It is line by line or part by part. So this is very 

effective too. The teacher continues reading. There once lived a mother fruit bat and her new baby. The 

ruler something to monitor and keep the students paced on that component of the text. Students read. 

Finally teacher, students read. After you work through the text this way you could increase the size of 

the chunks. Or you would then in the second practice go back and do a choral approach to the read like 

we discussed. there are many different ways you can tackle repeated reading and practice it. Again, 

individualized for the student and practice. Repeated read, practice, practice, practice building up your 

automaticity just like you would playing the scales on the piano. Partner reading this is just a little 

different than at the partner reading I showed you earlier. It could be that your partner students 

together or it could be a teacher and students where you alternate sections of the text or practice. so 

maybe this text that I'm showing you now was read with the teacher multiple times. Now you have sent 

at the students away to practice reading this on their own and they each take a paragraph. You might 

have them sit put a number 1 and 2 to the paragraphs they will read and preview it and again. Then I 



can have my other student read the second part. My first student come back and read the next part. You 

can continue that way. Again, repeated read. You want them to read at the text multiple times and 

practice. One of my favorites is the idea of a spotlight reader. You have the students practice reading 

text multiple times. For some students I know this can be a tedious activity even if it is at their 

instructional level. I don't one fun thing and motivating way to have students have that spotlight and be 

rewarded for their practice efforts is to give them that center of attention and let them read their 

practiced read to the class. So that might be on Fridays you pick 2 or 3 spotlight readers if you have a big 

class. You would make sure all readers have a chance to have the spotlight in a month everybody gets a 

turn or if you have a small class you might be able to do it with everybody. But they do that read. This is 

short. It is not a lot of time. Remember we are practicing with a minute or so of timed reading. They get 

to practice and. So that the student gets to share the spotlight. Another way to increase motivation and 

maybe make this a little different is to do reader theater. Finding some kind of text that has dialogue 

that a small group of students, 2 to 3 to 4 at most work on. And then present at the end of the week. 

Again, same idea, instructional level. They practiced with you, you have done the preview. You practiced 

choral reading, echo reading, partners whatever it is during the week so students really master this. At 

the end they each show at the reading in the reader theater. Main it is you do this 4 tomorrows a year a 

quarter of the school year or each month you might do a reader theater so the kids can then perform it. 

There's an extension of this just so you are aware of the reader theater literature, now that we have 

technology, is to have at the reader theater concept and extend it into a video cast or pod cast that you 

can post on the internet or maybe not on the internet but cycle into your instructional resources and 

use in your cool kit a fluency practice for future classes you can use and read along with other students 

that read or performed in a pod cast or video. You are generating resources to be used in the future. I 

love this one. This is a check out a hello good bye check out where maybe at the students are taking a 

sent strip. You have them read that. Then as they practice reading it they are sent on their way to lunch 

or home. So that's another way, sentence strip could be with a word only if you are doing word reading 

or a couple of sentences as you leave. One of my last pause points, it will be a short one, you have seen 

several formats for repeated reading. Think about how you might implement those no your routine. Are 

there some things that are new to you or if these are review how can you enhance them or bring one 

back maybe that you haven't used in a while? Just a minute here and then I'm going to concluded with 

our final set of practices. Marlene, anything that I can address quickly in this brief because? >>SPEAKER: 

There were a couple of items that came through. Up with question was could the teacher use a 

paragraph from perhaps a guided reading story that they are using in the classroom as the fluency 

intervention for that week to bridge comprehension and fluency? >>MAIN SPEAKER: Absolutely. Yes. I 

love that question. If you can build redundancy to the student's core reading program edge that's a 

fabulous way to do it. In fact I have this vision of a student participating in their reading program. They 

have their reading lesson. You might continue to progress in that reading program but if you are an 

itinerant or classroom teacher what you can pull into fluency practice is that passage that has been 

introduced and discussed in that reading lesson. So you are building that redundancy. I appreciate that 

idea. >>SPEAKER: Awesome. There was another question. edge some of the teachers on line right now 

on our webinar are in an itinerant setting. You have give a great list for probes and monitoring. Trying to 

get materials. Perhaps you can address this after at the fact on our questions for later where other 

practice reads can be found. I think sometimes teachers are lacking that. I loved your idea about 



recycling obviously the probe itself after, after, after it's been utilized. This is actually a suggestion 

regarding vocabulary. There is a resource called snap words. I just wanted to share that publications. 

>>MAIN SPEAKER: We will make sure that vocabulary is mentioned when I post. You will find that 

resource mentioned again. I will also make sure I include a specific list in my respond to questions about 

resources. There's a list in at the packet that you can look at in terms of publishers. I do have some 

recommendations related to reader theater. Other wise I will reinforce the idea of recycling passages 

that you have administered. The other is pulling from the existing reading materials whatever your 

student is doing in terms of reading instruction pull from those. Make sure they are instructional level. 

Pull from what is existing. It doesn't necessarily have to be from a special repeated reading or fluency 

program. It could be a material that the classroom teacher or you are using as the student's reading 

program they are just used in this manner, used differently. I will breeze through the final suggestions 

and concluded. Hopefully you will have a little time at the end for final questions. We will see how our 

time goes. The next set of things I want to talk to you more about fluency practices and extensions. We 

have talked about classroom. I don't want to you forget that fluency can be something families practice 

at homes. If you are doing parent outreach work or working closely with families any back to school 

night you can present a small training and train families and parents and family members on how to do a 

fluency practice with students. So it becomes a home routine. You might send home a reading. Maybe it 

is always poetry. Maybe it is just a reading passage. You train family members on how to do that fluency 

with students. So it would involve something like the family member does the model read. Then they 

talk about the text with students. Maybe you train them to focus on words. Maybe they focus on some 

words and talk about those words. They read it together. Read the text together. Then at the student 

reads it. Then they pick out together a couple of interesting words that the student might want to bring 

back to class and talk about. It could be something like that. Now, this passage would potentially be 

something you work on ahead of time with the student so the student knows. This would be the two of 

you at home. Families can be include. You can put together a checklist. I am going to go kind of quickly. 

That gives them step by step how to do the fluency at home with students. Another way to get broader 

practice is just have that student do the end of the week the third or fourth read if you have a great 

school community, have that student visit this would obviously be pre planned different staff members 

of the school and do that one minute read with them at certain time points of the day or throughout the 

week. You just have that student go around quickly. They would obviously stop and do that one minute 

repeated read with those different staff members. So you could have them keep track of this sort of 

thing with a fluency log. I just wanted to show you that. It is also included in your take away packet if 

you like at the idea of keeping track of the readings if they are practiced with themselves, a teacher, 

partner, family member you can modify this to meet your need. Okay, I want to concluded with just a 

few quick gains. Beat the clock would be I am going to review words or sentences with students. So 

cloud is incorrect. Then you stop an you review at the words read incorrectly. You shuffle. You will see if 

you can improve your score in 30 seconds. adjust the time. This is just a game. You will have to figure 

out the time that works best depending on obviously if you are doing word cards or sentence strips. 

concentration, don't forget, these are great review games for fluency. No match here. You are going to 

get a match because I saw ground before. Don't forget it can be with sentence strips. Take that repeated 

read passage and cut it up into passages. Shake, spill or read. You put passages in the bag or word cards 

in the bag. You shake it, you spill it. The word cards passages. The ones that turn up are read for fluency 



practice. If they are read correctly or if a student reads with full effort they get to collect those. At the 

rest of the passages go back into the bag you shake, spill an read again. This is what's in the box. I think 

which can be done with word cards or sentence strips. I am right now using this as a pocket card and 

reviewing all of the words. Then I am going to look at the boxes. Imagine the boxes are a work sheet and 

the top are little tiles. I am going to quickly and in a timed fashion maybe kids compete with each other 

in the room try to slide the endings of the words down into the boxes or find the words that complete 

the sentence that you are practicing and see who can complete them correctly first and do a little 

competition. Then of course you are going to read and practice those things at the end. I want to leave 

you with at the idea of always considering a blank game board whether it is a road race or other blank 

game board to practice fluency. I will show you a sentence strip. I roll my dice or spin my spinner. Got 

one. Now it is the red car player reads it correctly from the repeated reading they have been practicing 

they move a spot. Gray car 2 spots if they read this correctly. I hope you get at the idea. Fluency 

practice. The idea could be you have got kids maybe playing against each other but maybe you have 

teams competing against each other across the classroom. Which pair of kids can finish first? Which 

partnership finishes fist in a timed sort of way? Obviously monitoring has to be part of this. I hope you 

can get the idea that there are many ways to practice fluency. I want to you think about this idea of 

fluency practice and interest grace. It's not a replacement for reading instruction. I don't want you to 

think of this as intended as a reading curriculum. It's an enhancement to it. These fluency things should 

be short duration frequently scheduled and emphasized. Here are your take aways. I can wrap it up or 

send me a couple final questions. let's finish today thinking about fluency as an essential gateway to the 

reading comprehension. We need kids to pass through this gate so they free up their intentional 

resources to comprehend text. You should be able to keep track of fluency progress in an assessment 

routine. That's one piece. Then you should have an intervention routine. That should consist of some 

repeated reading practice that is consistent over time. then I have talked to you about ways to vary it up 

and make it fun and just some different ways that you can go about it. Hopefully you can walk away with 

this idea of practice, fluency is practice. Make it routine so that it has a different feel to it than the other 

instructional interventions we might talk about. Overall, think about that assessment and intervention 

piece and hopefully you will have some good tool kit take a ways. Marlene, any final questions before 

we concluded or do you just want to wrap things up? >>SPEAKER: Certainly, I cannot tell you that was 

one I can't tell you how wonderful this presentation was. I'm sure the others agree who were on with us. 

It was extremely practical. You weren't afraid to say I'm not going to give you an exact schedule. We 

often wonder about these numbers compared to students who are hearing. We really appreciate your 

transparency in sharing all of that information with us. It was fabulous. There was only one major 

question. I see a lot of thanks here. When will those webinars be posted. The fist one has not been 

posted. our work has been done. I'm sure you understand that we have so many initiatives in PATTAN. It 

will be on soon I just don't know when. But our work to get it to the folks that do the posting is done. It 

should be very soon. We will let you know. I will ask if we can send out a broadcast E mail to everyone 

who has been on at the webinar so you will know where to look for it and a link how to get to our 

website under the deaf and hard of hearing initiative. I wanted to make one other announcement for 

some of you it is exactly 6:00 for some of you that are planning your summer vacations. We haven't 

received our low incidence brochure. It is called opening the door to classroom success, addressing 

access needs. This is going to be presented by Karen Anderson. I know a lot of you have seen Karen 



before and love all of the materials she shares with us regarding assessment is my student ready for an 

interpreter how do I know if my student has self advocacy skills. She is going to be we asked her to focus 

on one of the strategies she has in her book, communication repair. That is one the pieces. There are 

many, many more. The dates this year for some particular piece will be Wednesday August 7 and 

Thursday August 8 for Karen Anderson's presentation. I want to say once again thanks to Lana for her 

fabulous presentation. I know you will go back to your classroom and advance skills. You make a 

difference. I can't say that enough. We appreciate it. We look forward to the next webinar on 

comprehension if you haven't marked your calendar it will be April 18. That will be building 

comprehension with text structure and retelling interventions. So once again thank you so much. We 

will see you soon. Bye bye. 


